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Abstract: The dam break results in releasing a great amount of water, which can cause huge waves downstream.
That is, the floods resulted by dams break have caused the most hazardous disasters in last two centuries.
During a dam break, financial loss is inevitable; however, the death tolls depend on drowned area, population
of  downstream  and  the available alarm time. The analysis of dam break is a 2-step process. In the first step,
they analyze the real break. Then, specific models will rout the outflow caused by the break and estimate it in
populated areas. If the population exposed to danger, exactly resides downstream a dam, the details of dam
break will not affect the results much; however, the flood duration and other key parameters will be significant.
An  equation  with  the  least  uncertainty  and  error  average provides the break parameters i.e. peak flow,
failure time and break width of Bidekan earth dam in western Iran. Then, the WMS and SMPDBK software
simulate and rout the outflow as well as providing the scheme of the flooded area in the case of dam break.
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INTRODUCTION the death tolls of concrete dam break are two times more

Long times ago, the human beings constructed the reduce the death tolls and financial loss, prediction of dam
Earth dams, to handle their primary needs in agricultural break and related hazard is an inevitable issue.
and water supply issues. In Iran, the background of earth Application  of  hydrologic  models and coupling them
dam constructions in various forms and dimensions with   Geographical   Information   System   (GIS)  helps
returns to long times ago. Nowadays, construction of the  decision  makers  provide  the  simulation  of dam
earth dams is greatly appreciated in Iran, so that; the break effects downstream and utilize them in critical
number of these dams exceeds other dam types. However, situations.
the break of earth dams is considerable, comparing with DAMBRK model, which is introduced by
other dams. Studies illustrate that the breakage meteorological organization and FLDWAV model, is an
frequencies  in  operated  earth  dams  is  almost  four appropriate tool in precise prediction of main break
times greater than concrete dams or masonries are. parameters like break width, break depth, break initiation
According to these studies, the breakage frequency in time and break expansion rate. Any failure in  prediction
earth dams is approximately 1.5×10  and in concrete of break parameters without a logical accuracy will result4

dams and masonries are 0.4×10 . Overtopping, seepage in excess costs. Wurbs (1987) complained about the4

and piping are the most significant factors in earth dam negligence in accurate flood prediction in simulation of
break [1]. dam break and related parameters [2].

Due to the gradual occurrence of earth dam break, Among 109 large dam breaks, all over the world,
informing downstream inhabitants about the incident and which  had  been reported until 1979 (except in China),
sudden failure of dam as well as transferring them to safer fifty-eight breaks had been occurred in the first five years
places in upstream is quite possible. Studies reveal that of their service life [3].

than those of earth dam break are. Therefore, in order to
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Fig. 1: Effective factors in earth dam breaks sufficient information or alarm time, the death toll caused

The number of dam breaks in 114 dams is as follows: simulation, however, flood modeling faces the greatest
[4]. uncertainty [2].

Forty-four dam breaks at the first releasing (38%). researchers performed studies on numerical modeling;
Forty-three dam breaks due to overtopping. finite volume, monitoring eroded earth dams and seepage
Twenty-seven dam breaks during the regular [8-20].
application.

According to reports, in a 25-year period, thirty-six for prediction of break parameters as the input of
earth dam breaks (twenty breaks due to overtopping, DAMBRK model and other similar models. Among these
thirteen  breaks  due to eroded embankment and three methods, three principal methods are recognized.
breaks due to earthquake) and two gravity dam breaks Comparative analysis of similar case studies and
(one concrete dam and one masonry dam) took place. prediction equations based on several case studies are
Figure (1) shows the effective factors in earth dam breaks. two simple methods. In the third method, dam break

If the above-mentioned factors with the same origin simulation is utilized; in which, the simulation of break
combined, the most important reasons of earth dam expansion is done by hydraulic principles and sediment
destruction are as follows: transition. Although, the third method seems difficult, it

Hydraulic destruction time, break average dimensions and break final
Destruction due to seepage parameters. Fread (1988) applied the BREACH physical
Structural destruction model more than other methods [21].

Babb and Marmel (1968) have gathered 600 dam break break width and its formation time on discharge rate,
data all over the world, but a lot of them lack quality and drowned areas and flood reach time. In places near dam,
precision [5]. this effect is great. In areas, far from downstream, the

More  than  60%  of 111000 death tolls caused by maximum flood wave faces a rapid change due to change
dam breaks all over the world relate to three dam breaks; of break formation time. However, the maximum discharge
Vaionet dam in Italy in 1963 (overtopping of side flow and drowned areas are not sensitive to any change in
from arch concrete dam), Johnstown dam in Pennsylvania break parameters [22].
in 1989 (overtopping from earth dam) and Machhu II dam The flood simulation models (FLDWAV, DAMBRK,
in India in 1974 (overtopping from earth dam). In all the SMPDBK), predict the outflow and its path in the
above cases, the time to inform the downstream downstream valley. These models concentrate mostly on
inhabitants before the incident was not sufficient. Costa the outflow hydrograph. In these models, the break
(1985), mentioned some of the main factors in dam breaks physical expansion is not simulated; however, these
[1]: models illustrate dam break as a parametric process

Overflowing due to low capacity of water discharger its expansion. Thus, in dam break simulation, the
(34%), estimated parameters are the input of simulating model.

Foundation defects (30%) 
Piping and seepage (26%)

The alarm time and emptying time in hazardous areas
directly  affect  the  death  toll  caused  by   dam  break.
The alarm time contains break initiation time, break
formation time and flood reach time from dam to
residential areas. A study by Reclamation revealed that in
a 90- minute alarm time, 0.02 of inhabitants exposed to
hazard would be killed [6,7]. However, in the absence of

by flood would be 19 times more [1]. During dam break

In this  case  and  during  the  last decade,

Break Parameters: Studies introduce several methods

provides detailed results; as prediction of break initiation

Patrascheck and Sydler (1989) indicated the effects of

indicated by break form, final size and necessary time for
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Fig. 2: Ideal break parameters

The earth dam break is often in trapezoid form. Break initiation time
Therefore, the bed width and its side slope or simply the
average breaks width indicates the break form and Break initiation time is calculated from the first
dimension. Break parameters include necessary flowing above or from inside the dam. The initiation time
parameters for break physical description (break depth, is an alarm to empty the hazardous areas. 
break  width   and   side   slope)   and  parameters
indicating break initiation and completion times. Figure (2) Break formation time
presents the break parameters. These parameters are as
follows: According to DAMBRK model, the break formation

time is the interval between formation of the first crack
Break depth (h ) and completion of break. When the break reaches its finalb

Break  depth  also  known  as  break height is the
break vertical distance between dams crest and bed width. Relations Predicting Break Parameters: Wahl (1998,
Some references indicate it as the vertical distance 2004) compiled one of the most comprehensive databases
between the upper level of water storage and bed width. of dam break case studies to include peak flows and

Break width expressions developed between 1977 and 1995 [23-25].

The final break width and its expansion rate have a McDonald and Langridge-Monopolis (1984), Costa (1985),
great effect on flow velocity and drowned areas in Froehlich (1987, 1995 a, 1995 b) and Singh and Scarlatos
downstream. This parameter is the break average width or (1988) methods are some of methods used for this
the break width up and down the broken area. purpose. Table (1) presents a summary of these studies

Break side slope factor (Z) In the four methods applied for break width

This factor accompanying with break width and less than 0.1 of magnitude range, which proves the
depth determines whole break form. Exact prediction of suitability of methods. The uncertainty range of all
side slope is less important than determination of break methods is similar (± 0.3 ±0.4 log cycles) except in
width and depth. McDonald and Langridge-Monopolis method, which is a

Break time a failure time, which is averagely less than real break time.

This  is a  critical  parameter, which affects the of magnitude.
outflow hydrograph and dam destruction. Break time Most of the equations predicting flow peak tend to
parameter contains break initiation and formation times. predict more than the observed peak flow. The majority of
Explaining two distinct parameters shows that destruction envelope equations predict more than two third to three
of these dams has not happened instantaneously and fourth  of  an  order  of  magnitude. The uncertainty in
there are two steps with different mechanisms and flow prediction equations is about ±0.5±1 order of
erosions. magnitude,  except in Froehlich equation (1995-b) in which

size, the break formation time is finished.

embankment geometric variables and reviewed the

SCS method (1981), Singh and Snorrason (1982),

and suggested methods [1, 26-32].

prediction, the average prediction error of all methods is

±0.82 log cycle. The results of presented relations predict

Its variance is between one fifth and two third of an order
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Table 1: Relation between break parameters based on dam break case studies (Metric) (adopted from Tony L. Wahl 2004)

Number of case studies Width of
--------------------------------------- Mean uncertainty Prediction interval
Before After prediction error band,±2Se around hypothetical

Reference Equation outlier exclusion outlier exclusion (log cycles) (log cycles) predicted value of 1.0

Breach width equation
Bureau of Reclamation (1988) b  = 3h v  = 0.0261(v  h ) earth fill 80 70 -0.09 ±0.43 0.45-3.3avg w er w w

0.769

MacDonald and Langridge-Monopolis (1984) v  = 0.00348 (v h ) 60 58 -0.01 ±0.82 0.15-6.8er w w
0.852

nonearth fill (e.g., rock fills)
Von Thun and Gillette (1990) b  = 2.5h  + c 78 70 +0.09 ±0.35 0.37-1.8avg w b

Froehlich (1995a) b  = 0.1803k v h 77 75 +0.01 ±0.39 0.40-2.4avg o w b
0.32 0.19

Failure time equations
MacDonald and Langridge-Monopolis (1984) t  = 0.0179v 37 35 -0.21 ±0.83 0.24-11f er

0.364

Von Thun and Gillette (1990) t  = 0.015h highly erodible 36 34 -0.64 ±0.95 0.49-40f w

t  = 0.020h  + 0.25 erosion resistantf w

Von Thun and Gillette (1990) t  = b /(4h  + 61) highly erodible 36 35 -0.38 ±0.48 0.35-17f avg w

t  = b /(4h ) erosion resistantf avg w

Froehlich (1995a) t  = 0.00254(v )0.53h 34 33 -0.22 ±0.64 0.38-7.3f w b
0.9

Bureau of Reclamation (1988) t  = 0.011b 40 39 -0.40 ±1.02 0.24-27f avg

Peak flow equations
Kirkpatrick (1977) Q  = 1.268(h  + 0.3) 38 34 -0.14 ±0.69 0.28-6.8p w

2.5

SCS (1981) Q  = 16.6(h ) 38 32 +0.13 ±0.50 0.23-2.4p w
1.85

Hagen (1982) Q  = 0.54(s.h ) 31 30 +0.43 ±0.75 0.07-2.1p d
.5

Bureau of Reclamation (1982) Q  = 19.1(h ) envelope eq. 38 32 +0.19 ±050 0.20-2.1p w
1.85

Singh and Snorrason (1984) Q  = 13.4(h ) 38 28 +0.19 ±0.46 0.23-1.9p d
1.89

Singh and Snorrason (1984) Q  = 1.776(s) 35 34 +0.17 ±0.90 0.08-5.4p
0.4/

MacDonald and Langridge-Monopolis (1984) Q  = 1.154(v  h ) 37 36 +0.13 ±0.70 0.15-3.7p w w
0.412

MacDonald and Langridge-Monopolis (1984) Q  = 3.85(v h ) envelope eq. 37 36 +0.64 ±0.70 0.05-1.1p w w
0.412

Costa (1985) Q  = 1.122(s) 35 35 +0.69 ±1.02 0.02-2.1p
0.5/

Costa (1985) Q  = 0.981(s.h ) 31 30 +0.05 ±0.72 0.17-4.7p d
0.42

Costa (1985) Q  = 2.634(s.h ) 31 30 +0.64 ±0.72 0.04-1.22p d
0.44

Evans (1986) Q  = 0.72(v ) 39 39 +0.29 ±0.93 0.06-4.4p w
0.58

Froehlich (1995b) Q  = 0.607(v )h ) 32 31 +0.04 ±0.32 0.53-2.3p w w
0.295 1.25

Walder and O’Connor (1997) Q  estimated by computational and graphical 22 21 +0.13 ±0.68 0.16-3.6p

method using relative erodibility of dam and
volume of reservoir

Table 2: Comparison of equation for estimating peak flows at dam breach (Thornton et al, 2011)
Peak flow (Q ) in CMSP

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Case-study sites Reported V.H.L V.H.W Froehlich (1995) Pierce (2008)
Baldwin Hills, Calif. 1,130 700 562 721 393
Hatch town, Utah. 3,080 4,244 3,070 2,411 2,099
Johnstown, Pa. 8500 7,873 5,363 4,147 3,565
Schaeffer, Colo. 4500 5,197 4,130 3,563 2,266

the uncertainty is ±0.32 order of magnitude. In fact, the average width. Comparison between these two equations
Froehlich equation gives the least prediction error and with Froehlich, (1995) and Pierce, (2008) equations shows
smallest uncertainty in comparison with other equations that the Froehlich equation gives more logical responses.
predicting the peak flow. Table (2) presents a comparison between responses of

Wahl (1998) performed an analysis of uncertainty to equations for peak discharge prediction and observed
estimate any accident probability of values gained by peak discharge in four dams [25, 30, 33].
mentioned equations. The analysis revealed that
Froehlich equations give less uncertainty comparing with WMS (Watershed Modeling System): The hydraulic
other equations. Therefore, this method is the preferred laboratory of Birmingham University presented the
and applied one in the study of break parameters of Watershed Modeling System (WMS) for the first time.
Bidekan dam [23]. Utilizing Geographic Information System (GIS) capabilities

A study on the peak discharge relations as well as and creating Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) and
gathering new data and coupling them with utilized one, Digital Elevation Model (DEM), it can precisely process
Thornton et al., (2011) presented two equations based on and simulate terrains, water network, determine watershed
dam height, dam storage volume and dam length or boundaries  and  its  physical  specifications.  WMS  as a
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comprehensive graphical modeling software is widely
used in all hydrologic and hydraulic studies of watershed.
This software benefits very strong tools to gain
transversal sections of elevation maps. As well as
supporting hydrologic models, this software supports
most of hydraulics models like HEC-RAS and SMPDBK
and simply and automatically performs them in GIS
environment using elevation maps.

The Simplified Model for Prediction of Flood Caused by
Dam Breaks (NWS SMPDBK): The National
Meteorological Organization presented a simplified model
for  prediction  of flood caused by dam breaks in 1983.
This model known as the simplified prediction model of
flood caused by dam breaks provides the required data to
determine areas exposed to the flood. Applying the
mentioned model reduces the amount of required time,
data, computer facilities and experts in comparison with
application of other complicated unsteady flow routing
models. It is to say that, the user of the SMPDBK model
is able to predict the maximum out flow of dam break,
maximum elevation and maximum transfer time in specified
points of downstream with the minimum facilities, i.e. a
microcomputer in a very short time. Regarding the prompt
and efficient potential, the SMPDBK model has become
an advantageous tool in dam break analysis especially in
the shortage of alarm time, data limitations and
unavailability of computer facilities. In any critical
situation,  the crisis control team uses the SMPDBK
model to reduce the risk of disasters caused by the
probable mistakes when application of other models is
impossible due to the lack of sufficient resources.

Wetmore and Fread (1991) introduced the simplified
version of DAMBRK for faster prediction of the flood
caused by overtopping break [34].

Case Study: The Bidekan earth dam with a height of 40 m
is a storage dam constructed in the frame of water
resources development plan of Darre Sir River. The dam
is located 41 km west of ShahreKord in Iran.

The purpose of constructing this dam is storing and
applying water resources in Darre Sir River as well as
storing   seasonal   floods   of   river  and  transferring
them to  Harouni-Vanan  watershed  to sustain and
develop 1040 acres of agricultural lands in the area.
Regarding the agricultural lands downstream and
concerning the damages caused by dam break, we study
the hazards of Bidekan dam break up to the 15 km of
downstream.

Table 3: Bidekan earth dam specifications

Height 40 m

Bed elevation 2525

Crest elevation 2555

Maximum storage elevation 2553.55

Normal elevation 2552

Minimum water elevation 2525

Dam axis length in bed 60 m

Dam axis length in crest 510 m

Crest width 10 m

Crest elevation 2552

Spillway design flood 71 m /s3

Culvert discharge capacity 22.5 m /s3

Storage volume in elevation 2555 10.27e6 m3

Storage area 634065 m2

Table (3) shows Bidekan dam’s physical
specifications. It also reveals a view of Bidekan earth dam.
A view of dam shows in Figure (3) as well.

The project area is a mountainous one. The highest
point there has a 3300 m elevation. This point forms the
Chosen lime summit driven away due to the main fracture
of Zagros Mountains on Bakhtiari conglomerate
formation, the youngest formation there. The watershed
heights are formed by limestone, shale, sand and shale
lime.

The destruction of majority of dams before 1920 was
due to the technical and structural deficiencies.
Nowadays, although there is a little experience about the
behavior of earth dams against earthquakes, according to
previous studies, the most damages caused to earth dams
by earthquakes are as follows:

Fracture in dam core, which causes intensive and
severe leakage and destruction.
Dam crest settlement caused by compression of
foundation or body which results in decrease of
reservoir free board and increase of overflow risk.
Severe shakes in reservoir bed which result in high
waves and outflows over dams.
Mountain sliding into the dam lake that causes
damages in dam installations or results in high waves
and outflows over dams.
Liquefaction in dams sand layers and foundation.
Strengthening the imposed loads to dam body which
may cause slides from dam slopes.
Fault movement below the dam, which may cause a
decrease in reservoir volume and water sliding over
the dam body.
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Fig. 3: A view of Bidekan earth dam

Fig. 4: Area-Volume-Height curve

The Bidekan dam is an earth dam with a clay core
recommended regarding the dam topographic and
geologic  situations,  materials  and  available facilities.
The core material is clay with a permeability of 10  cm/s;7

the crust is from gravel and sand. Figure (4) shows the
Curves of Area-Volume-Height.

Break Parameter Estimation: According to the results of
uncertainty analysis performed by Wahl (1998), we
calculated the break parameters of Bidekan dam based on
the relations presented by Froehlich. This paper just
presents the results of other methods for comparison not
in  simulation  and flood routing after the dam break.
Tables (4, 5, 6 and 7) show the results of the break
parameters calculated by different equation.

In order to begin the modeling, the Froehlich
equation provides the break parameters for Bidekan dam
as  the  input  of  SMPDBK  model  of WMS software.
Table (8) presents Bidekan dam break parameters:

Table 4: Estimation results for average break width of Bidekan earth dam

Equations Average break width (m)

USBR (1999) 120.0

Von Thun and Gillette 142.7

Froehlich (1995) 89.2

Table 5: Estimation results for break time of Bidekan earth dam

Equations Break time (hr)

USBR (1999) 1.32

Von Thun and Gillette 0.6-1.05

Froehlich (1995) 0.48

Table 6: Estimation results for break slope of Bidekan earth dam

Equations Break slope (V: H)

Von Thun and Gillette 1

Froehlich (1995) 1.4
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Table 7: Estimation results for maximum outflow from Bidekan earth dam
break

Equations Maximum outflow (m /s)3

Kirkpatrick 13073
SCS 15273
Hagen 10945
Reclamation 17573
Singh and Snorrason 14289
McDonald and Langridge-Monopolis 12419
Costa 11132
Evans 3746
Froehlich 6889

Table 8: Estimation results for average break width of Bidekan earth dam

Break parameter Estimated value

Average break width 89.2 m
Break time 0.48 hr
Break height 40 m

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Table 9 shows the results routing floods occurred
after the failure of the dam to 15 km downstream.

Figures (5), (6) and (7) reveals maximum outflow,
flood maximum elevation and time to the distance of 15 km
downstream calculated according to flood routing.

Figure (5) shows that the maximum output occurs in
dam site and the downward sloping curve is uniform.

An important point in Figure (6) is the curve’s
negative slope. In the distance of 9 km downstream, the
slope is 1.5 but after that, the slope grows to 2.8, which
shows an increase in the flood rate.

The figure presenting changes of maximum flood time
has a positive uniform slope. In the distance between 12.9
km to 13.7 km downstream of Bidekan dam, the increase in
flood rate as shown in the Figure (7) is considerable and
the maximum flood occurs in this distance.

Table 9: Specifications of Bidekan dam downstream transversal sections

Distance from dam Maximum flow (m /s) Maximum flood elevation (m) Maximum flood time (hr)3

0.00 13071 2523.83 0.48
0.58 12940 2510.59 0.50
2.33 12678 2491.00 0.55
2.95 12551 2467.11 0.56
3.49 12426 2449.71 0.57
4.28 12301 2449.71 0.59
4.91 12178 2447.73 0.62
7.92 11377 2412.75 0.67
8.63 11272 2393.09 0.68
9.67 11073 2376.04 0.69
12.10 10853 2218.13 0.71
12.89 10744 2156.78 0.72
13.71 10637 2113.43 0.77
14.23 10530 2089.89 0.78

Fig. 5: Changes of maximum outflow in Bidekan dam downstream
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Fig. 6: Changes of maximum flood elevation in Bidekan dam downstream

Fig. 7: Changes of maximum flood time in Bidekan dam downstream

Fig. 8: Flood caused by break in Bidekan dam break initiation time and formation time is not
downstream (Elevation in ft.) determined. Therefore, we cannot predict the exact

Figure (8) shows the flooded area caused by the dam In the performed studies, there is no information
break to the distance of 15 km downstream the Bidekan about prediction of break initiation time. However,
dam. Based on this distance, we define the limits of this time plays an important role in determination of
downstream river. financial loss and death tolls.

CONCLUSION

Results of break parameters’ estimation, uncertainty
analysis and SMPDBK model application are as follows:

The alarm time is the most important parameter in
determination of damage rates caused by dam break.
The benefits of proper prediction of initiation and
formation time of dam break as well as the damages
caused by incorrect predictions, both affect the
inhabitant lives downstream.
In the performed case study, the interval between

alarm time.
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As the studies on dam breaks provide the equations Although, the SMPDBK model is a useful tool in dam
that predict break parameters, a great uncertainty is failure analysis, it has some limitations. At first, like
observed. other dam break routing models, the precision of its
In order to acquire equations used in prediction of prediction depends on input data. In order to acquire
break parameters, case studies’ data are used. more results that are valid, the operator must gain the
However, the data related to large dams and great optimized estimations from several input parameters
storage dams are quite limited. Nevertheless, most of by the possible informatics sources. Secondly, as
the dams studied to gain these equations have great this model is under a normal condition, it is essential
heights and large storage. to consider the effects of downstream barriers like
There is an uncertainty analysis used for prediction piers, embankments or other dams. In such
of break parameters and outflow. The uncertainty in situations, as the above-mentioned model does not
prediction of break width, break time and maximum exactly estimate the maximum flood, we have to apply
outflow exists and is too large. Therefore, having other models with these capabilities.
knowledge about this uncertainty, applying it in The maximum outflow from Bidekan dam by
different prediction methods and studies on flood SMPDBK model is 13071m /s. This flow is routed to
hazards are of great advantages. 15 km downstream the dam.
We face a vast range of uncertainty because there The outflow routing of Bidekan dam shows that the
are different sizes and dimensions of break in any maximum outflow occurs in dam place.
dam.
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